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Consider first-passage percolation on z_d. A classical result says, roughly 
speaking, that the shortest travel time from (0, 0, ... , 0) to (n, 0, ... , 0) is 
asymptotically equal to nµ., for some constant µ., which is called the time 
constant, and which depends on the distribution of the time coordinates. 
Except for very special cases, the value of µ. is not known. We show that 
certain changes of the time coordinate distribution lead to a decrease of µ.; 
usually µ. will strictly decrease. Two examples of our results are: 
(i) If F and G are distribution functions with F 5 G, F ;;S G, then, 
under mild conditions, the time constant for G is strictly smaller than that 
for F. 
(ii) For 0 < e 1 < e2 s a< b, the time constant for the uniform distribu-
tion on [a - e2 , b + eil is strictly smaller than for the uniform distribution 
on [a, b]. 
We assume throughout that all our distributions have finite first mo-
ments. 
1. Introduction. First-passage percolation was started by Hammersley 
and Welsh (1965). [See Smythe and Wierman (1978) and Kesten (1986, 1987) 
for more information.] 
In this paper we restrict ourselves to the d-dimensional cubic lattice with 
d ~ 2. The vertices of this lattice are the elements of "ll.d and will typically be 
denoted by v or w. The special vertices (0, ... , 0) and (n, 0, ... , 0) will be 
denoted by 0 and n, respectively. 
If v = <vv ... , vd) and w = (w 1, ... , wd) we denote 
( 1.1) 
d 
llv - wll = L lvi - wJ 
i=l 
By the distance between v and w we mean llv - wll. 
Two vertices are said to be adjacent or neighbors if their distance is 1. The 
edges in the lattice are the line segments between adjacent vertices. They will 
typically be denoted by e, possibly with a subscript or superscript. The set of 
all edges is denoted by E. 
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Paths will typically be denoted by 71". If e is an edge on 71", we write, with 
some abuse of notation, e E 71". The length of a path TT is the number of edges 
in rr and denoted by lrrl. 
Now we assign to each edge e a random variable t(e), which is called the 
time coordinate of e, and which can be interpreted as the time it takes to 
traverse e. We assume that the t(e), e E E, are i.i.d. nonnegative random 
variables and denote their common distribution (the time coordinate distribu-
tion) by F. Throughout this paper we assume that the time coordinate distribu-
tion has finite first moment. 
The travel time t( rr) of a path rr is defined by 
( 1.2) t(rr) = [ t(e). 
eE 7r 
The shortest travel time from vertex v to vertex w, t(v, w ), is defined as 
( 1.3) t ( v, w) = inf{ t( 71"): TT is a path from v to w} . 
The shortest travel time from 0 to n will be denoted by an, that is, 
( 1.4) an=t(O,n). 
A classical result, based on the subadditive ergodic theorem, says that there 
exists a constant µ = µ(F) < oo such that 
a,, ( 1.5) - ~ µ ( n ~ oo) a.s. and in L1 . 
n 
µ is called the time constant. Since µ has an obvious interpretation in terms of 
optimization problems, its determination as a functional of F (and d) is a basic 
problem in first-passage percolation. Unfortunately not much progress has 
been made in this direction. It appears even to be a very hard problem to give 
accurate rigorous estimates of µ(F) [see Hammersley and Welsh (1965), 
Section 6, Smythe and Wierman (1978), Section 7.2, Smythe (1980), Janson 
(1981) and Ahlberg and Janson (1984)]. 
Our results here, which give an inequality between µ( F) and µ(F) for 
certain pairs (F, F) can be some help in carrying over estimates for µ(F) to 
µ( F) and vice versa. 
Some further motivation for our inequalities came from the result of Cox 
(1980) and Cox and Kesten (1981) that µ(F) is continuous in F, that is, if Fn 
converges to F weakly, then µ(Fn) ~µ(F).In particular this implies that if F 
has unbounded support, and Fx is the distribution obtained from F by 
truncating at x, then µ(F) ~ µ(F) as x ~ oo. This raises the question 
whether one could even have 
µ ( FJ = µ ( F) for sufficiently large x. 
Our Theorem 2.13 shows that, under mild conditions, this is not the case, that 
is, for every x, µ(Fx) is strictly smaller than µ(F). 
Another natural question is what happens to the time constant if the time 
coordinate distribution is "stretched out" by a certain factor, as in the 
following case: Let 0 < s <a < b, F the uniform distribution on [a, b] and ff' 
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the uniform distribution on [a - s, b + s]. It is not so difficult to show that 
J.L(F) ~ µ,(F). The fact that even strict inequality holds is more difficult to 
prove, but follows from Theorem 2.9(b). 
Finally, some more notational remarks: 
We use the term increasing where some people use nondecreasing. For 
example, g is increasing on A means g(y2 ) ~ g(y1) for y 1 < y 2 , Y; EA. 
A similar convention is adopted for "decreasing." 
Important "universal" constants (which only depend on the dimension d, 
e.g., the number of vertices at distance 10 from 0) will mostly be denoted by 
C1, C2 and so on. Symbols D1, D2 , ..• denote important constants which may 
depend on various quantities in our problem (such as the time coordinate 
distribution) but not on n. Such dependence will be indicated in the notation 
when the constant D; is introduced. 
If V is a set of vertices then av denotes the interior boundary of V, that is, 
the set of all vertices in V which have a neighbor outside V. The cardinality of 
V is denoted by IVI. The diameter of V, that is, max{liu - wll, u, w E V}, is 
denoted by diam(V). 
In several places in this paper we have to deal with one or more families of 
time coordinates in addition to {t(e): e EE}. These will usually be denoted by 
{l(e): e EE}, {t*(e): e EE} and so on. In these cases we define l(u, w), an, 
t*(u, w), a~ and so on as the obvious analogues of t(v, w), an and so on. For 
instance if 7T is a path, then t( 7T) = L.t( e). 
2. Statement of results. Our principal result is Theorem 2.9. Its basic 
condition is phrased in terms of the following partial order between distribu-
tion functions on IT\t 
(2.1) DEFINITION. For the distribution functions F and F we say that Fis 
more variable than F if 
(2.2) J cp(x) dF(x) ;:::; J cp(x) dF(x) 
for every concave increasing function cp: IR ~ IR for which the two integrals in 
(2.2) converge absolutely. 
This partial order between distribution functions has been used in reliabil-
ity and queueing theory and has a long history. [See Stoyan and Daley (1983), 
Section 1.4 or Ross (1983), Section 8.5 and their references. Note that our 
terminology does not quite agree with that of Ross (1983). Ross' order is the 
same as the convex order of Stoyan and Daley (1983), while we use the concave 
order of the latter reference. The two orders are equivalent when F and F 
have the same mean.] These references also give quite a number of examples of 
pairs F, F with F more variable than F. A simple criterion for F to be more 
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variable than F, when they both have finite mean, is that 
f F(y) dy:::;, fx F(y) dy 
- x -oc 
for all x [cf. Stoyan and Daley (1983), Section 1.4]. Another way to make such 
examples is by taking a distribution F, and then constructing F by pushing 
mass away from some point g. This is seen in the following sufficient condi-
tion. 
(2.3) CUT CRITERION OF KARLIN AND NOVIKOFF [see Stoyan and Daley (1983), 
Section 1.5]. Let F and ff be two distributions with finite mean. Assume 
that 
(2.4) j x dff( x) :::;, j x dF( x), 
and that for some number g, 
(2.5) F(x) :::;, F(x) when x < g, 
F(x) 2::: F(x) when x >g. 
Then ff is more variable than F. 
Examples (2.17)-(2.19) are based on this criterion. 
It will be crucial to our proof that ff more variable than F is equivalent to a 
condition on a coupled pair of random variables t, l with marginal distribu-
tions F and ff. Specifically, the following result has been known for quite some 
time [see Strassen (1965), Theorem 9 and Whitt (1980)]. 
(2.6) THEOREM. Let F and ff be two distributions with finite first moment. 
F is more variable than F if and only if there exists a pair of random variables 
t, l on one probability space, with marginal distributions F and ff, respectively, 
and satisfying 
(2.7) f(y) := E{llt = y} :::;, y 
for almost all y [ F ]. 
We need one more definition before we state our principal result. 
(2.8) DEFINITION. Let F be a distribution with supp(F) ( = support of 
F) c [O, oo}. Let r = min(supp(F)). We say that Fis useful if 
F(r) <Pc in case r = 0, 
F(r) <Pc in case r > 0. 
Here Pc and Pc stand for the critical probability for bond percolation and 
oriented bond percolation on zd, respectively. 
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(2.91 THt:nREM. <al !..Lt F and F be two distributions on [O, x) with finite 
mMn su<·h that f 1:1 more variable than F. Then 
(2.10) 
<bl If in addition d ? 2. Fis ust{ul and F 'I F. then even 
(2.11) µ.( Fl < µ.( F). 
The next result is a special case of Theorem 2.9<bl. 
(2.12) DEFINITION. For the probability distributions F and G, we say that 
F 1trietly dominates G if I" x) ~ G( x) for all x. but F "11- G. 
(2.13) TH:i<:oREM. Let F and F have finite mean. If Fis useful and strictly 
dominatts f. then 
µ.(Fl <µ.(F). 
(2.141 REMARK. The requirement FWJ < p, for a useful F cannot be 
dropped, because if l".Ol ~ p,. then µ(FI= 0 [cf. Kesten (1986), Theorem 6.1]. 
We do not know whether (2.11) remains valid if r = min(supp(F)) > 0 and 
Fir)~ ;i, .. 
(2.15) REMARK. It can be shown fairly easily that the validity of Theorem 
2.13 for every pair F, F in which F is useful and strictly dominates F is 
equivalent to the following result: Let F be useful and have finite mean. Let 
A be a Borel set with F( A) > 0. If 7T( n) is an optimal path on which a,. is 
achieved (see Section 4 for more precise definition), then 
(2.16) l lim inf -E{ number of e in 7T( n) with t( e) EA} > 0. 
n 
(2.16) can also be expressed heuristically as "F is absolutely continuous with 
resped: to the limit of the expected empirical distribution of the t(e) along the 
optimal path." 
The remainder of this section consists of examples. Section 3 contains the 
proof of Theorems 2.9(a), and the reduction of Theorem 2.13 to 2.9(b). Section 
4 gives some auxiliary results for Theorem 2.9(b). Finally, Section 5 gives the 
main step in the proof of Theorem 2.9(b), namely a "geometrical" construc-
tion. 
( 2.17) EXAMPLE. Consider the following case mentioned in the abstract. F 
is the uniform distribution on [a, b] and F the uniform distribution on 
la - E~, b + e 1] with 0 < f 1 :s; f 2 so that (2.4) holds.Fis more variable than F 
by the cut criterion (2.3). Indeed (2.51 is obvious from the fact that F and F 
are just linear functions on [a, b] and [a - t· 2, b + eiJ, respectively. Theorem 
TIMI 
2.9(b) applies. Thus 
in this example. 
(2.18) EXAMPLE. 
SUJ 
If (2.4) holds, then 
{again (2.5) is easy 
d ~ 2, and F is not 
(2.19) EXAMPLE. 
interval [a, b]. For i1 
tion on the set of in 
(2.20) µ(U[l -
The left-hand ine 
lution of U{l, ... , ' 
definition and JensE 
than U{l,. . ., m}. ) 
where t and u are in 
and U[ -1/2, 1/2] 
U{l, ... , m} is usefu 
on {l}. 
For the right-ha 
distribution G whic 
and mass (m - n- 1 
by moving one half 
same reasons as in 
Once again the cut 
that U{l, ... , m} is 
(2.21) REMARK. 
some c E (0, 1/2), 1 
(2.22) REMARK. 
distribution functio 
(2.23) o < µ,(F) . 
For instance, by ~ 
F = U{l,. . ., m} 
appear already · 
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2.9(b) applies. Thus if d ;;::: 2, then 
µ(ff)< µ(F) 
in this example. 
(2.18) EXAMPLE. Let 0 ::;; a < b < oo and F, ff two distributions with 
supp( F) c [a, b] and supp( ff) c {a, b}. 
If (2.4) holds, then ff is more variable than F, again by the cut criterion (2.3) 
[again (2.5) is easy to check in this case]. Thus, (2.10) holds. If F is useful, 
d ;;::: 2, and F is not concentrated on a and b only, then even 
µ(F) <µ(F). 
(2.19) EXAMPLE. For a < b, let U[a, b] be the uniform distribution on the 
interval (a, b]. For integers 0::;; l::;; m, let U{l, ... , m} be the uniform distribu-
tion on the set of integers {l, ... , m}. We claim that, ford = 2 and 1 ::;; l < m, 
(2.20) µ ( U [ l - t , m + t]) < µ ( U{ l, ... , m} ) < µ ( U ( l, m]) . 
The left-hand inequality follows because U[l - 1/2, m + 1/2] is the convo-
lution of U{l, ... , m} and U[ -1/2, 1/2]. It is now easy to see from the 
definition and Jensen's inequality that U[l - 1/2, m + 1/2] is more variable 
than U{l, ... , m}. Alternatively we can apply Theorem 2.6 with l = t + u, 
where t and u are independent random variables with distributions U{l, ... , m} 
and U[ -1/2, 1/2], respectively. Moreover, for d = 2 and m > l ;;::: 1, 
U{l, ... , m} is useful since it puts mass (m - l + 1)- 1 ::;; 1/2 <Pc (ford = 2) 
on {l}. 
For the right-hand inequality in (2.20) we introduce the intermediate 
distribution G which puts mass [2( m - l)]- 1 on each of the points l and m, 
and mass (m - n- 1 on each integer j, l <j < m. G is obtained from U[l, m] 
by moving one half of the mass in [j, j + 1] to j and half to (j + 1). For the 
same reasons as in the preceding example, G is more variable than U[l, m ]. 
Once again the cut criterion of Karlin and Novikoff can now be used to show 
that U{l, ... , m} is more variable than G. 
(2.21) REMARK. It follows from (2.20) and the continuity of µ that for 
some c E (0, 1/2), µ(U[l - c, m + c]) = µ(U{l, ... , m}). 
(2.22) REMARK. It is easy from the above to make examples of pairs of 
distribution functions F and ff with 
(2.23) 0 < µ(F) < µ(F) even though [ xdff(x) > [ xdF(x). 
x~O x~O 
For instance, by (2.20) this holds for ff= U([l - 1/2 + e, m + 1/2 + e]), 
F = U{l, ... , m} when e > 0 is sufficiently small. Other examples of (2.23) 
appear already in Smythe and Wierman [(1978), Section 7.3]. 
I 
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3. Proofs of Theorems 2.9(a) and 2.13. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.9(a). This is almost immediate from the definitions. 
It is easy to see [compare Ross (1983), Proposition 8.54 and Stoyan and Daley 
(1983), equation (1.10.5)] that if F is more variable than F, and cp is an 
increasing concave function from rr;gk ~ IR, then 
( 3.1) 
whenever l 1, ... , lk are i.i.d. with distribution F, and tp ... , tk are i.i.d. with 
distribution F. We apply this with 
cp = an' N = min { t ( 1T) : 7T a path from 0 to n in the cube [ - N, N r1}. 
Clearly a,, N is an increasing function of the variables t( e ), e E [ - N, N ]d. 
Since an,~ is the min of the linear functions t( 7T) = I:,, E ,.,.t( e ), it is also a 
concave function of the t(e). Thus, by (3.1), 
(see end of Section 1 for ii). It follows, by letting N ~ co, that 
( 3.2) Ea,,::;; Ean. 
This, together with (1.5), implies (2.10). D 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.13 FROM THEOREM 2.9(b). It is a standard fact [cf. 
Stoyan and Daley (1983), Section 1.2] that F(x)::;; F(x) for all x implies (2.2) 
for all increasing functions cp. Hence if F strictly dominates F, then ff is more 
variable than F. Thus, once we prove Theorem 2.9(b), (2.11) will follow. [Note 
thatthecased = listrivialinthiscase,forthenµ,(F) = JxdF(x) < fxdF(x) = 
µ,{F).] D 
4. Preliminaries for Theorem 2.9(b). First we show that we may 
restrict ourselves in Theorem 2.9(b) to the case where 
( 4.1) F(O) :;:; F(O) <Pc· 
To see this, note first that if F is more variable than F, and F and F are 
concentrated on (0, co), then FCO) ~ F(O). This follows from Theorem 2.6. 
Indeed, let (t, {) be a pair of random variables with marginal distributions F 
and F and satisfying (2.7). Then (2.7) for y = 0 implies l = 0 almost every-
where on {t = O}, or F(O) ~ F(O). 
Thus, the first inequality in (4.1) holds. The second inequality can fail for a 
useful F only if F(O) <Pc ::;; F(O). But in this case µ(F) > 0 and µ,(F) = 0, by 
Kesten ((1986), Theorem 6.1 and the equality Pr =Pc which was proved by 
Menshikov (1986) and Aizenman and Barsky (1987)]. Thus, in this case (2.11) 
is trivial. 
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F(O) < Pc guarantees that the infimum in (1.3) is taken on. Similarly 
F(O) <Pc implies that 
an= min{l( rr): is a path from 0 ton} 
[see Kesten (1986), Remark 9.23). We may therefore define the optimal path 
from u to w as a path rr with t( rr) = t(u, w ), when we are using time 
coordinates with distribution F; similarly we can find fr such that l( fr) = 
l(u, w). To define the optimal path uniquely we order all paths on zd in some 
arbitrary way, and if several paths from u to w have the minimal travel time 
t(u, w), then we choose the first one in our ordering as the optimal path. The 
optimal paths from 0 to n will be denoted by rr(n) and fr(n), respectively. 
Thus [cf. (1.4)] 
( 4.2) 
a,,= t(O,n) = t(rr(n)), 
a,, = l(O, n) = l( i-( n)). 
Since fr( n) is the optimal path for a,, this gives 
( 4.3) E{an} = E{l(fr(n))} s E{l(rr(n))}. 
Our approach is to show that in turn 
(4.4) E{l(rr(n))} s E{t(7r(n))} -T/n = E{an} - 71n 
for some T/ > 0. This will imply (2.11) by means of (1.5). 
We next prove two technical lemmas which will be useful in the next 
section. In the sequel (t, l) is a pair of random variables with marginal 
distributions F and F, for which (2. 7) holds. Such a pair exists under the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.9. 
(4.5) LEMMA. It suffices to prove Theorem 2.9(b) under the additional 
assumption 
( 4.6) P{l > t} > 0. 
PROOF. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.9(b) hold, but that (4.6) 
fails. Let p be a random variable independent of (t, l) and with distribution 
P{p = + 1} = P{p = -1} = t. 
Then define 
l = t + p( t - l). 
If (4.6) fails, then 
P{hd} = 1. 
Consequently, if F denotes the distribution of l, then µ.,(F) :2:': µ(F). It there-
fore suffices to prove · 
( 4.7) µ( F) < µ.,( F). 
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However, by the definition of l we have 
E{llt} = t, 
so that F is more variable than F. Also F ¥:. F shows that if (4.6) fails, then 
P{t < t} > 0 and hence 
P{l> t} > 0. 
In addition, if rp 0 is strictly concave, then on {t =I= l}, 
E{rp 0(l)lt,i} = Hrp 0 (t + (t-l)) + rp 0 (t- (t-l))] < rp 0(t), 
so that E'P 0(l) < Er.p 0(t) and F "I- F. 
Thus, if (4.6) fails for our original (t, l), then it does hold for (t, i), and (4.7) 
implies (2.11). We may therefore add (4.6) to our hypotheses. D 
From now on we assume that (4.6) holds. We remind the reader of the 
notation 
r = min( supp( F)), 
which will be used throughout the remainder of this paper. 
(4.8) LEMMA.. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.9(b) and (4.6) there exist 
k > 0, a> 0, f3 > 0, y > 0 and a bounded Borel set 10 c [r, oo) such that: 
(a) F([r, inf(J0 )]) > 0, F(J0 ) > 0, and F([sup(J0 ), oo)) > 0. 
(b) For ally E 10 , 
(4.9) P{l > y + alt = y} 2 f3. 
(c) For all y 1 , ••• ,yk,y~, ... ,y~+ 2 E10 , 
k-2 k k+2 




( 4.11) L(Y;+a)>y+ LYi· 
1 1 
PROOF. By (4.6) we can find a Borel set B c [r, x) such that F( B) > 0 and 
such that, for all y E B, 
( 4.12) P{l>ylt=y}>O. 
By decreasing B, if necessary, and taking a, f3 > 0 sufficiently small we may 
assume that (4.9) holds for ally E B. If F has an atom y 0 E B, take 10 = {y 0 }, 
and take k so large that k(y 0 + a) > (k + 2)y0 • Then (4.11) holds for any 
choice of y in (0, k(y0 +a) - (k + 2)y0 ). Note further that y 0 cannot be 0, 
since (4.12) for Yo = 0, together with l 2 0, would give 
f(O) = E{llt = O} > 0, 
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in contradiction to (2.7). Thus y 0 > 0 and (4.10) is automatic. Also (a) is clear, 
so that the lemma is proven if F has an atom in B. 
If F has no atom in B, let y 0 > r be a point of increase of the conditional 
distribution of t, given t E B. Then 
P{t E (y0 - 8, Yo+ 8) n B} > 0 for all 8 > 0. 
Since the conditional distribution of t, given t E B, has no atoms, its support 
contains infinitely many points and we can therefore choose y 0 > r such that 
also 
F((y0 ,x)) > 0. 
Now take k as before, and choose 80 > 0 so small that 
k(y0 - 80 ) > (k - 2)(y0 + B0 ), (k + 2)(y0 - B0 ) > k(y0 + 80 ), 
k(y0 - B0 +a}> (k + 2)(y0 + 80 ), 
F([y0 + 80 ,oo)) > 0, F([r,y0 - B0 ]) > 0. 
It is trivial to check that {a)-(c) hold for 10 = (y 0 - o0 ,y0 + 80 ) n B, 0 < 'Y < 
k(y0 - 80 +a) - (k + 2)(y0 + 80 ). 0 
5. Proof of Theorem 2.9(b): A block construction. Throughout this 
section the hypotheses of Theorem 2.9(b) are in force. {(t(e ), l(e )): e E E} will 
be an i.i.d. family such that each (t(e), f{e)) has the same distribution as a pair 
(t, {) with marginal distributions F and ff, and satisfying (2. 7). 
The proof of (4.4) will use a block-rescaling technique. This technique has 
become rather standard in percolation and related fields. To start we introduce 
the cubes which will play the role of "renormalized sites." 
For each N > 0, define the hypercubes S(l; N), l E z_d, by 
(5.1) S(l; N) = {v E zd: Nl::::; v < N(l + 1)}. 
(Note: v s w means: v; ::::; w; for 1 ::::; i s d. v < w means v; < w; for 1 s i s d.) 
For fixed N we call these hypercubes N-cubes. Note that for each N the 
N-cubes form a partition of zd. The distance between two N-cubes S(l; N) 
and S(l'; N) is defined as Ill - l'JI. 
The first lemma follows from a standard Peierls argument [compare with 
Grimmett and Kesten (1984), proof of (3.12)]. We skip its proof. 
(5.2) LEMMA. Suppose that, for each N, all N-cubes are randomly colored 
black or white in such a way that the process [colors of S(l; N), l E zd] is 
translation invariant. Moreover, suppose that there exists a constant C0 (inde-
pendent of N) such that, for each land N, the color of S(l; N) is completely 
determined by the time coordinates of the edges in U{S(l'; N): Ill' - lll s C0}. 
Finally, suppose that limN~"' P(S(O; N) is black)= 1. Then, for all suffi-
ciently large N there exist e = e(N) > 0 and D = D(N) > 0 such that, for all 
V,W E -z_rl, 
P{3 path from v tow which visits at most ellv - wll 
( 5 .3) distinct black N-cubes} s e-Dllv-wll. 
11 
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For the following lemma we need a further family of hypercubes. For each 
l E zd and natural number N we define 
( 5.4) T(l;N) = {v E zd: Nl-N~ v ~Nl + 2N}. 
Each T(l; N) is a hypercube of size 3N, containing S(l; N) in its center. Note 
that both values Nl; - N and NCZ; + 1) + N are permitted for V; in (5.4) [this 
in distinction to (5.1), where a strong inequality was used to delimit V; on the 
right]. We shall call these new hypercubes large N-cubes. 
(5.5) LEMMA. If the distribution F of the time coordinates is useful, then 
there exist o = o(F) > 0, and D0 = D 0(F) > 0 such that, for all vertices v, w, 
(5.6) P{t(v, w) < (r + o)\\v - wll}::.;; e-Dollv-wll, 
where, as before, r = min(supp(F)). 
PROOF. The proof is similar in spirit to Lemmas 3.5-3. 7 in Grimmett and 
Kesten (1984), but fortunately somewhat simpler. Since F is useful, we can 
find r' > r such that 
(5.7) P{t(e)<r'}<Pc ifr=O, 
respectively, 
(5.8) r'-r<r andP{t(e) <r'} <pc ifr>O. 
We color the N-cubes randomly black or white as follows: In the case r = 0, 
each S(l; N) is colored white if and only if there is a path from some 
u 1 E aS(l; N) to some u 2 E aT(l; N) with all edges having time coordinate 
smaller than r'. In the case r > 0, S(l; N) is colored white if and only if there 
is a path from some u 1 E aS(l; N) to some u 2 E aT(l; N) which has length 
llu 1 - u2 \I and all of whose edges have time coordinate smaller than r'. 
If we call an edge open if its time coordinate is smaller than r ', then, for 
given u 1 and u 2 , the event above corresponds with the existence of an open 
path from u 1 to u 2 in the case r = 0, and with the existence of an oriented 
open path (with properly chosen orientation) from u 1 to u 2 in the case r > 0. 
[The orientation should be chosen such that one may pass from a vertex a 
only to the vertices a+ (sgn(u 2,; - u 1,))e;, 1 ~ i ~ d, where e; is the ith 
coordinate vector.] From the exponential bounds in Hammersley (1957) and 
van den Berg and Kesten (1985) and the fact that the PT of some of the early 
references in percolation equals Pc [Menshikov (1986) and Aizenman and 
Barsky (1987), especially the latter one in the oriented case; see also Grimmett 
(1989), Chapter 3] it follows that the probability of the existence of such an 
open path from u 1 to u 2 decreases exponentially in llu 2 - u 1\\. Since \aS(l; N)\ 
and \(oT(l; N)\ are bounded by powers of Nit is clear that 
(5.9) lim P{S(O, N) is black} = 1. 
N->oo 
It is also clear that the color of each S (l; N) is determined by the time 
coordinates in T(l, N). Hence we can apply the preceding lemma. So fix N, 
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e > 0 and D = D(F, N) > 0 such that, for all vertices v and w: 
P{3 path from v tow which visits at most ellv - wll 
( 5.10) distinct black N-cubes} ::;; e-D11v-w11. 
Now let v and w be given. Let S(l v; N) be the unique N-cube containing v 
and assume w ft: T(lv; N). Take any 8 > 0. Suppose t(v, w) < (r + B)llv - wll. 
Hence there exists a path 'TT" from v to w with 
( 5.11) t(7T) < (r + B)llv - wll. 
Let n 8 be the number of distinct black N cubes visited by 7T. Since each cube 
T(l; N) intersects at most 7d cubes T(k; N), there exists a sequence of black 
N-cubes S(l 1; N), ... , S(l.i; N), each one visited by 7T, and such that: 
(a) j ~ Td n 8 - 2. 
(b) For all i and k with 1 s k sj, 
T(l;; N) n T(lk; N) = </>. 
(c) wit T(l 1; N) u · · · u TU1; N). 
We are now ready to complete the proof. It is clear that the travel time from 
v to w cannot be less than rllv - wll. In case r > 0 this value can only be 
achieved along a path from v to w which has the minimal length llv - wll, and 
all of whose edges have time coordinate as small as possible, namely r. Our 
coloring procedure is such that an extra amount of at least (r' - r) is needed 
beyond the minimal time for each segment of 'TT" from a point u 1 E aS(l; N) to 
a point u 2 E aT(l; N) with S(l; N) black (recall that r' - r < r if r > 0). 
This statement remains valid even when r = 0. 
Since for each l;, 1 s i sj, the path 7T visits SU;; N) and ends at w $ 
TU;; N), 'TT" must contain a segment from some u 1 E aS(l;; N) to some 
u 2 E aTU;: N). Moreover these segments can be taken disjoint for different i 
by (b). Therefore [see (a)] 
(5.12) t(7T) ~ rllv - wll + (r' - r)(7-dn 8 - 2). 
From (5.11) and (5.12) we get the following for llv - wll ~ D 1 = D 1(8, F): 
C1 (5.13) n8 s ( , ) 8llv - wll. 
r - r 
In short, we have for every 8 > 0, that the event {t(v, w) < (r + B)llv - wll} 
implies the existence of a path from v to w which visits at most C1(r' -
r )- 1 8 II v - w II distinct black N-cubes. Hence, if we take 8 > 0 so small that 
C1 8/(r' - r) s s, then by (5.10) for llv - wll ~ D 1, 
(5.14) P{t(v, w) < (r + 8)llv - wll} s e-D11v-w11. 
So far we have proved the required result for all v and w with w $ T(lv; N) 
and II v - w II z D 1. The result can be extended to all v and w by adjusting l> 
and D0 • D 
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We need also a collection of rectangular boxes. For each natural number N, 
l E z_d and -d 5..) 5.. d, j * 0, define 
(5.15) Bi(Z;N) = T(l;N) n T(l + 2sgn(j)e 111 ;N), 
where again e1 is the j-th coordinate vector. We shall call these Bi(l; N) 
N-boxes. In the case d = 2, B 1(l; N) is the N x 3N closed rectangle 
[(l 1 +l)N,([ 1 +2)N] X [(l 2 - l)N,(l2 + 2)N] which lies "east" of S(l;N) 
and has its long side in the "north-south" direction. B- 1([; N) is a similar 
rectangle "west" of SU; N) and so on. In general, each N-box is a closed box 
of size 3N x · · · X 3N X N X 3N x · · · x 3N, and each S(l; N) is "sur-
rounded" by 2d N-boxes. The importance of the N-boxes (and the reason why 
they have been used many times before in percolation) comes from the fact 
that a path which starts in S(l; N) and ends outside or on the boundary of 
T(l; N) must have a segment which lies entirely in one of the surrounding 
N-boxes, and which connects the two opposite large faces of that N-box (i.e., 
which crosses the N-box "in the short direction"). This fact will be used 
below. By "crossing an N-box" we will always mean "crossing that N-box in 
the short direction." Finally we define, for any box B, 
(5.16) B = {u E zd: 3 w E B with llv - wll 5.. diam(B)}. 
Clearly B c B. 
We now wish to prove (4.4) for some 77 > 0. The idea of the proof is to find 
sufficiently many N-boxes along 7T(n) where the l-values give a certain 
reduction in the travel time when compared to the t-values. Actually, it turns 
out to be helpful to introduce an extra randomization. Let {g(e): e EE} be 
another i.i.d. family of random variables, which is independent of {(t(e), l(e): 
e E E} and with 
(5.17) P{~(e) = O} = P{g(e) = 1} = t. 
Define 
( 5.18) t(e) = ~(e)l(e) + (1 - ~(e))t(e) 
and in accordance with our convention at the end of Section 1 use an to denote 
the passage time from 0 to n for the t values. 
(5.19) LEMMA. 
PROOF. The distribution of t(e) is F = (1/2)(F + F). Since F is more 
variable than F, it is also more variable than F. Therefore the first inequality 
is just (3.2) with F replaced by F. The second inequality is immediate from the 
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definition of an as an infimum over all paths from 0 to n. Also the equality at 
the end is just (4.2). 
For the third inequality, let SF be the a-field generated by {t(e ): e E E}. 
Then rr(n) is Y-measurable and 
E{t(rr(n))} = E{ Lt(e)J[e E rr(n)J} 
e 
= E{ Ll[e E rr(n)]E{l(e)ISF}} 
e 
= E{ Ll[e E rr(n)H(E{l(e)IY-} + t(e))} 
e 
s E{ Ll[e E rr(n)]t(e)} 
e 
= E{ t( rr( n))} . 
By (1.5), the inequalities in (5.19) imply 
µ.(F)sµ(F) 
and 
( 5.20) µ(F) s µ(F). 
[by (5.18) and (5.17)] 
[by (2.7)] 
D 
If we can replace (5.20) by a strict inequality, then Theorem 2.9(b) follows. 
This is roughly done as follows. The third inequality in (5.19) tells us that the 
f-travel time along rr( n) is, on the average, no more than the minimal t-travel 
time from 0 to n. The idea is to show that the f-travel time can be further 
improved by making "bypasses," that is, by replacing some stretches of rr(n) 
by other paths with a shorter f-travel time. We have to find of the order of n 
such bypasses such that the total savings in travel time is of order n. This will 
then result in (4.4) (with l replaced by n for some 11 > 0 and a strict 
inequality in (5.20). The bypasses will be constructed by modifying the config-
uration in certain N-boxes crossed by rr(n ). The "probability cost" of such 
modifications can be controlled well enough [see (5.47), (5.48) and (5.51)] to 
obtain a proper lower bound on the expected number of boxes with a bypass. 
In a way this method of modification shows that any configuration that can 
occur along the optimal path, actually occurs along the optimal path with a 
positive frequency (at least in expectation). Modification techniques have been 
used before in percolation [e.g., Campanino and Russo (1985) Lemma 4.5, 
Menshikov (1986) and Aizenman and Grimmett (1991)]. 
We turn to the construction of bypasses. Fix 10 , k and a - y as in Lemma 
4.8. If rr is a path, Err will denote the set of edges in TT. 
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(5.21) DEFINITION. A pair of paths 7r and 7r' is called feasible if it has the 
following properties: 
(a) 1T and 7r1 have the same initial points and the same endpoints, 
(b) '1T and 7r' are edge disjoint, 
(c) l7rl = k, 177''1 :5: k + 2, 
(d) t(e) e 10 for all e E 77', and t(e) :5: sup(/0) for all e E 77' 1, 
(e) '1T is a segment of 7T(n). 
Note that only properties (d) and (e) here involve the random travel times. 
(a)-(c) are geometric requirements. 
Most of the remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following 
proposition. 
(5.22) PROPOSITION. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.9(b) and 
(4.6) hold. Then there exists a D 2 = D 2(F, F) such that for all sufficiently 
large n there is a sequence of pairs ( 7T;, 77'; ), such that each pair satisfies 
conditions (5.21)(a)-(c), and 
( 5.23) 
and 
( 5.24) l:P{(TT;,7T;) is feasible}~ D2n. 
i 
Before proving the proposition we show that it implies Theorem 2.9(b). We 
shall call a pair of paths (TT, TT 1) advantageous if it is feasible, and if in addition 
t( e) > t( e) + a and g( e) = 1 for all e E TT, 
g(e) = 0 for all e E TT 1 • 
Roughly speaking, for each advantageous pair (TT;, TTi) we modify TT(n) by 
replacing 71"; by TTj. It turns out that this leads to an amount of saved t-travel 
time of at least I'. Moreover, the expected number of advantageous pairs will 
be at least D 3n. This leads to a total expected saving of 1D3n and a decrease 
in the time constant of at least 1D3 . We now show how to do this more 
precisely. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.9(b) FROM PROPOSITION 5.22. Since feasibility is 
defined in terms of the t(e) only, we have from (4.9) and the independence of 
the fs from the (t(e), l(e)), that 
(5.25) P{( TT, TT 1) is advantageous} ~ 13k2- 2k- 2P{ ( 71", TT') is feasible}. 
Now suppose that Proposition 5.22 holds and that n is sufficiently large. For 
brevity call i feasible (advantageous) if (TT;, 71";) is feasible (advantageous). Let 
TT 1(n) be the path obtained from 7r(n) by replacing 7r; by '1Ti for every 
advantageous i. By the disjointness condition (5.23) and the fact that TT· and 
' 7Tt have the same endpoints, 7T 1(n) is well defined. '1T 1(n) is not necessarily self 
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avoiding but that will not influence our argument. From the definition of 
advantageous and the properties of 10 , it follows immediately that 
t(rr(n)) - t(rr'(n)) = ~L~,t(e) - e~1T;t(e)]zu is advantageous) 
= ~ [ e~/< e) - e~/( e)] I( i is advantageous) 
:<: ~L~,(t(e) +a) - e~;t(e)]I(i is advantageous) 
:<: L: y I ( i is advantageous). 
Taking expectations gives 
E{an} .sE{t(rr'(n))} 
_s E{t( 'IT ( n))} - y L: P{ i is advantageous} 
_s E{a,,} - y{3k2- 211 - 2 L:P{i is feasible} 
[by (5.24)]. 
[by (5.19) and (5.25)] 
Thus Proposition 5.22 indeed implies a strict inequality in (5.20), and hence 
(2.11). D 
It remains to prove Proposition 5.22. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.22. We will distinguish between the cases of 
bounded and unbounded support of F. In both cases we show that the 
configurations in certain of the blocks which are crossed by rr( n) can be 
modified so as to contain a feasible pair of paths. We first treat the bounded 
case in detail, and then the unbounded case (which is easier) in less detail. 
PROOF FOR THE BOUNDED CASE. Let M = sup supp(F). Recall the N-boxes 
defined in (5.15) and the definition of Bin (5.16). Let, for each N > 0, B(N) 
be a generic N-box. We need a sequence of numbers v(N), N = 1, 2, ... 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(5.26) v(N);;;:: sup(J0 ), 
(5.27) F([v(N),oo)) > 0, 
( 5.28) lim P{thereexists an e E B(N) with t(e) > v(N)} = 0. 
N--.;:, 
Such {v( N)} exist by property (a) in Lemma 4.8. [Note the strict inequality in 
(5.28); if F has an atom at the right end of its support, then we can take v(N) 
equal to this right endpoint of supp(F).] Leto and D 0 be such that (5.6) holds. 
Now color an N-box B black if (i) and (ii) below occur. 
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(i) For each path rr which lies entirely in B and whose endpoints vrr and 
w1T satisfy llv1T - w1Tll ~ N, 
(5.29) t(7T) ~ (r + o)llvrr - wrrll. 
(ii) For all e E B, t(e) s v(N). 
We claim that (uniformly in the location of the N-box), 
( 5.30) lim P{ B( N) is black} = 1. 
N~x 
Clearly the probability that (ii) holds tends to 1 [by (5.28)]. The same holds for 
property (i), since by (5.6), 
P{(5.29) fails for some 7T E B} s L, e-D.,11v-w11 
v,weB 
llu wll:c:N 
s IBl 2 e-DoN ~ 0 as N ~ oo 
(note that IBI is bounded by a polynomial in N). Thus (5.30) holds. 
We claim further that (5.29) implies 
(5.31) t(v,w) ~ (r + B)llv -wll for all v,w E B with llv - wll ~ N. 
This is true because any path 7T from v to w is either contained in B [in which 
case (5.31) is immediate from (5.29)] or has a segment contained in B from v 
to some w' E aB. By (5.16) llv - w'll ~ diam(B) ~ N. Applying (5.29) to this 
segment gives 
t(v, w);:: t(v, w') ~ (r + B)diam(B) ~ (r + B)llv - wll, 
as desired. 
Next we color the N-cubes. S(l; N) is colored black if each of its surround-
ing N-boxes is black. It follows from (5.30) that 
(5.32) lim P{S(O; N) is black} = 1. 
N-->~ 
It is also clear that the other conditions of Lemma 5.2 hold. So we apply that 
lemma and take N, E and D so that for all v, w E zd, (5.3) holds. N will also 
have to satisfy (5.38) and (5.39) below, but it is easily seen that all these 
requirements are met for large N. From (5.3) we immediately get that, for 
some D4 = DiF, F, N) and all large n, 
( 5.33) E{ the number of distinct black N-cubes visited by 7r( n)} > D4n. 
As we noted in the beginning of this section, any path going from some vertex 
of an N-cube S(l; N) to some vertex outside TU; N) must cross at least one 
of the 2d N-boxes surrounding S(l; N). Hence (5.33) implies that there exists 
a D5 = D5(F, F, N) > 0 such that, for all large n, 
(5.34) E{number of black N-boxes crossed by 7T(n)} ~ D5n. 
Since each N-box intersects at most 0 3 other N-boxes for some C3 < oo, we 
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can even find a collection f?IJ of disjoint N-boxes such that, for all large n, 
( 5.35) " D5 '-' P{ B is black and 7T( n) crosses B} 2:. n. 
RE.'#J (C3+l) 
Our next step is a modification argument, showing that the probability of an 
N-box B containing a feasible pair of paths is at least D6 times the probability 







3d( r + 8/2) 
Now fix N so large that (5.33) holds for all large n, and such that 
( 5.38) 
( 5.39) 
N>2(l 1 +l 2 +k), 
[(o/2)N- 4dl 1M- 4dl 2 sup(J0 )]2l 1 ---------------~> k [4dl 1M + 4dl 2 sup(J0 ) + 3dN(r + 15/2)] 
[this is possible by (5.36)]. We have now fixed N and will use v as an 
abbreviation for v( N ). 
We are now ready for the modification argument. Let B be an N-box, which 
contains neither 0 nor n. Let U (respectively, V and W) be the set of all 
vertices in B at distance s l 1 from ilB [respectively, with distance in (l 1, 
l 1 + l 2 ) and 2:. l 1 + l 2]; see Figure 1. Next we choose a new set {t*(e )} of time 
coordinates. We take t*(e) = t(e) for e not contained in B, and for the 
remaining e's we take the t*(e )'s as independent copies of the t(e) (and 
independent of each other). The remaining considerations are carried out only 
u 
.h t*-values : \) -
v I £2 t*-val ues in lo 






- --I w 
I 
I 
FlG. 1. Illustration of the box B with the sets U, V, Wand the path '1T2 from v tow (dashed). 
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on the event r ll defined as 
f 1 := { B is black and 7r( n) crosses B} 
where 
( 5.40) 
n { t*( e) ~ v for all e with at least one endpoint in U} 
n {t*( e) E 10 for all e with both endpoints in V} 
n { t*( e) E [ r, r + 5'] for all e with at least one endpoint in W}, 
Note that property (a) in Lemma 4.8 guarantees F([r, r + o']) > 0, while 
F([v, oo)) > 0 by (5.27). 
We are going to show that on f 1 the t*-travel time from 0 to n is strictly 
smaller than the t-travel time an. Let 7T( n) be the optimal t-path for an, as 
usual. We think of 0 as its initial point and n as its endpoint, and define u and 
w as the first and last point of '1T(n) in B. We denote the segments of '1T(n) 
from 0 to v and from u to w by 7T 1 and 7T 2 , respectively. We next choose a 
path 7T~ in B from u to w for which (on f 1) 
( 5.41) t*( '1T2) ~ 4dl 1M + 4dZ 2 sup(10 ) + ( r + o')llv - wll. 
One way to construct such a path is as follows. Choose a path A 1 from u to 
some point a in W of at most dl 1 steps in U and at most dl 2 steps in V (see 
Figure 1). Similarly we can connect w to a point b in W by a path A3 of at 
most dl 1 steps in U and at most dl 2 steps in V. Clearly Ila - bll :s;; llv - wll + 
2d(l 1 + Z2), so that a can be connected to b by a path A2 in W of at most 
II u - w II + 2d CZ 1 + l 2) steps. Now take for '1T2 the concatenation of A 1, A 2 and 
the reverse of A3 . Next we define 7T* as the path obtained from '1T(n) by 
replacing 7T2 by 7T~. Our next task is to show that on f 1, 
( 5.42) t*(7T*) <t(7r(n)). 
Since t*( e) = t( e) for e not contained in B, 
t( 7r( n)) - t*( 7T*) = t( 7T 2 ) - t*( 7T2). 
Moreover, if llv - wll ~ N, then because B is black, t(7T 2 ) ~ (r + O)llv - wll 
[see (5.31)]. If llv - wll < N, then 7T2 still crosses B and hence contains a 
segment, 7T say, between opposite faces of B and we can apply (5.31) to the 
endpoints of :rr. Then t(7T 2) ~ t(7T) ~ N(r + 8). Thus in any case 
(5.43) t(7r2 ) ~ (r + 8)max(llv - wll, N). 
Together with (5.41) this yields 
t(7r(n)) - t*('1T*) 
~ (r + 8)max(llv - wll, N) - 4dl 1 M - 4dl 2 sup(/0 ) - (r + 8')11v - wll 
0 
~ 2N - 4dl 1M - 4dl 2 sup(/0 ) > 0 [by (5.39)], 
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which proves (5.42). We now define rr*( n) as the optimal path from 0 ton for 
the t* values. Then 
t(7r*(n)) 2 t(rr(n)) [by definition of rr( n)] 
i'> 
( 5.44) 
2 t*( ri*) + 2N - 4dl 1M - 4dl 2 sup(/0 ) 
i'> 
2 t*(rr*(n)) + 2N- 4dl 1M- 4dl 2 sup(J0 ) 
> t * ( rr* ( n ) ) [by definition of 7T* ( n)] . 
Since t*(e) = t(e) for e not in B and t*(e) ;::: t(e) for e c B and with one 
endpoint in U (because Bis black and we are on 1\), the fact that t*(rr*(n)) is 
strictly less than t(rr*(n)) must be due to edges on rr*(n) which have both 
endpoints in VU W. In particular, some such edges must exist. We claim that 
on the event l '1, 
( 5 .45) ?T*( n) has a segment of length k which lies entirely in V. 
To prove (5.45) consider first the case that 1T*(n) contains a vertex in W. Then 
(5.45) is obvious, for then rr*(n) must have crossed V, which has width 
l 2 - 2 ;:::: k [cf. (5.37)]. So we may assume that rr*(n) has no vertex in W. Now 
let c and d be two distinct vertices of rr*( n) in V, and let 7T be the segment of 
rr*( n) from c to d. It is not difficult to see [from the fact that V u W is a 
"rectangular box," with all t *( e) .::; v in this box, while t *( e) 2 v for e c B \ 
Vu W on the event I'rl that any path from c to d which lies entirely in B, 
and which has minimal t*-value among such paths, must lie entirely in Vu W. 
Hence if rr contains a vertex outside V it must contain a vertex outside B. 
From this it follows that Tr*( n) is a concatenation of "excursions," each of 
which consists of three segments: one which starts outside B and which lies, 
except for its last vertex, outside V; one which lies entirely in V; and one which 
starts in V, ends outside B, and lies, except for its first vertex, entirely outside 
V. Let ff be the number of excursions of rr*(n ). Each excursion crosses the set 
U twice and hence has t*-travel time 2 2vl t· Hence the t*-travel time of the 
segment of 1T*( n) between the first vertex where it enters B and the last 
vertex where it exits B is at least cr2vl 1. However, analogously to (5.41), we 
can connect any two vertices in B by a path with t*-travel time at most 
4dl 1M + 4dl 2 sup(J0 ) + d3N(r + 8/2). Hence, since '7T*(n) is optimal, 
that is, 
1r2vl 1 s 4dl 1M + 4dl 2 sup(I0 ) + d3N(r + 8/2), 
4dl 1M + 4dl 2 sup(I0 ) + 3dN(r + 8/2) 
2vl 1 
From (5.44) we obtain a lower bound for the total savings due to the excur-
sions, that is, the difference between the t- and the t*-travel time of rr*(n). 
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Thus there is at least one excursion which contributes a saving of 
0'- 1[ %N - 4dl 1M- 4dl 2 sup(10 )] 
[(8/2)N- 4dl 1 M - 4dl 2 sup(10 )]2vl 1 
~ [4dl 1M + 4dl 2 sup(J0 ) + 3dN(r + o/2)]. 
Take such an excursion. Clearly the only contribution to the saving in travel 
time by this excursion comes from its segment which lies entirely in V. Since 
each edge e in V contributes at most t(e) - t*(e) ::;; t(e) ::;; v to the saving, the 
segment in V of our excursion has to have length at least 
[(o/2)N - 4dl 1M - 4dl 2 sup(10 )]2Z 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- >k 
[4dl 1M + 4dl 2 sup(I0 ) + 3dN(r + o/2)] 
[by (5.39)]. This proves (5.45). 
Now let 7r + be a segment of 7r*(n) oflength k which lies entirely in V. Call 
its endpoints c and d again. Note that (4.10) and the optimality of 'Tr*(n) 
imply that also 
(5.46) lie - dll ~ k. 
Indeed, if (5.46) would fail, then there would exist a path from c to d in the 
rectangular box V u W of length at most k - 2. The sum of the t*(e) along 
this alternative path would be at most (k - 2)sup(l0 ) < t*('TT +) [by (4.10)]. 
Thus (5.46) holds and in fact lie - dll = k. From this it is easy to see that there 
exists also another path 7r'+ from c to d of length at most (k + 2), edge 
disjoint from 7r + and lying entirely in V u W. [See Figure 2 for some typical 
choices of 7r'+ in dimension 2; note that in Figure 2(b) and (c) at least one of 
the dashed paths will lie in Vu W, because 7r 2 cannot be adjacent to both 
faces of V u W which are parallel to the x 1 axis, since these faces are distance 
at least N - 2l 1 - 2l 2 > 2k apart.] We have therefore shown that if f 1 
occurs, then the pair ( 7r +• 7r'.r) is a feasible pair in the t*-configuration. By our 
choice of v = v(N), 10 and 8', 
D6 = D6 ( F, F, N, l 1 , l 2 ) 
:= P{ t*( e) ~ v for all e with at least one endpoint in U} 
( 5 .4 7) x P{t*( e) E 10 for all e with both endpoints in V} 
X P{ t*( e) E [ r, r + o'] for all e with at least one endpoint in W} 
>0 
and is independent of n. We obtain 
(5.48) 
P{ B contains a feasible pair in the t-configuration} 
= P{ B contains a feasible pair in the t*-configuration} 
~ P{ f 1} = D6 P{ B is black and 7r( n) crosses B}. 
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Some examples of r,, (solidly drawn) and possible choices j(Jr the bypass ;r'+ (dashed). 
case at lew;t one o( the dashed paths lies in Vu W. The length o( the dashed paths is 
I in case (a) and (k + 2) in cases (b) and (c). 
sition 5.22 now follows from (5.35) and the obvious fact that each N-box 
ns at most D 7 = D/ N) pairs ( rr, rr') which satisfy conditions (a)-(c) in 
tion (5.21). D 
)()F OF PROPOSITION 5.22 IN THE UNBOUNDED CASE. This proof is simpler 
.hat of the bounded case. Follow the proof of the bounded case. This time 
quence I'( N ), N = 1, 2, ... is taken in such a way that it satisfies (5.26) 
tion (5.27) will hold automatically since supp( F) is unbounded. We color 
-box B black if (i) and (ii) below hold: 
For each path rr which lies entirely in B and whose endpoints vrr and 
ttisfy llu" - wrrll 2': N, 
t( 7T) 2': ( r + i'5)llv" - w"ll, 
1 1:1, 8 t(e) < F(N) 
(ii) is different from before]. As in (5.34) we conclude that for all large N 
~exists a D 8 = D 8(F, F, N) > 0 such that for all n with n rt. T(O; N), 
)) E{ number of distinct black N-boxes crossed by 7T( n)} ;::: D8 n. 
modification argument for the unbounded case is quite different from that 
'.le bounded case. Let B be a black N-box crossed by 7T( n ). Let v and w be 




FIG. 3. Illustration of the paths 71" +> 71" 1+, 71"~, 71"'. rr'+ is dashed. 
the first and last vertex, respectively, on 7T(n) n aB which have a neighbor in 
the interior of B. Let v' be the neighbor of v in the interior of B; assume 
v' = v + ( e 1, [ = + 1 or - 1. Let TT+ be the straight line segment of length k 
which runs from v + 2(e1 to v == v + (k + 2ge1. Let TT 1+ be a "bypass of TT+,'' 
that is, a path from v + 2[e1 to v of (k + 2) steps, which also lies in B and is 
edge-disjoint form TT+ [compare Figure 2(b)]. Next, let TTz be a path in B 
which starts at v, then follows the line segment from v to v + (k + 3)(e1, and 
then from v + (k + 3)(e1 to w inside B in at most llv - wll + (2k + 9) steps, 
without intersecting 7T + U TT1+ (see Figure 3). Note that TTz contains TT+· 
Finally, 7r 1 will be the path which coincides with TT(n) from 0 to v, then follows 
1Tz to w, and then again coincides with 1T(n) from n to n. 
Now choose t*(e). Again t*(e) = t(e) fore not contained in B. For the edges 
in B, the t*(e) are independent copies of the t(e ). Finally, take r 2 = n J~ 1r 2, ;, 
where the f 2 ; are the following events: 
r2 , 1 = { B is black and 7r( n) crosses B}, 
f 2 , 2 ={t*(e)E10 for all e in 1T +UTT'+} 
f 2 , 3 = {t*(e) E [r,r+o/2)foralleE1Tz\7T+}, 
r2 , 4 = {t*(e) > v for all e in B \ (TTz u TT'+)}. 
Note that for some D 9 depending on F, F and N only 
( 5 .51) P{ ~ f 2,;lall t values} ~ D9 > O. 
Let 1Tln) be the part of 7T(n) from v to w. Then, analogously to (5.41)-(5.44) 
we obtain that, on f 2 , 
t(7r(n)) - t*(TT') = t(7r 2(n)) - t*(7rz) > o, 
provided N is large enough [since t*(TTz):::; (r + 8/2)(11v - wll + 2k + 9) + 
k sup(l0 )]. It follows that a~ <an and that 1T*(n) must contain some edge in 
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B. However, on I'2, 4 nf2. 1 we have for any path rr containing an edge f in 
B\(rr2 U rr'+) that t*(rr) > t(rr). Indeed, t*(f) alone exceeds LeEBt(e);;:::: 
Le"' rr n 13 t(e ). Thus rr*( n) cannot contain any edge in B \ (rr2 U rr'+ ). Thus 
rr*(n) must enter Bat v and leave at w, or vice versa, and can only use edges 
of rr2 U rr'+· By property (4.10) of ! 0 we have 
'[, t*( e) < '[, t*( e) 
on r2 , 2 . It follows that rr*(n) must contain all of 1T + when r2 occurs. 
Therefore, on the event r2 , ( rr +' rr'+) is a feasible pair in the t*-configuration. 
The rest is as before. O 
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